
TCC Subcommittee Meeting Summary and Recommendations 8/6/14 
 

Attending: 
Leigh Woodall- Person County 
Kevin Lewis- Franklin County 
Jordan McMillen- Vance County 
Brandie Elliott-KTRPO 

Scott Walston – NCDOT- TPB 
Cheryl Collins- NCDOT-TPB 
Justin Jorgensen- Granville County 
Mike Kneiss- NCDOT-Division 5 

 
The TCC Subcommittee met to discuss some things that developed since the last TAC/TCC 
meeting.  The subcommittee discussed the four issues below in regards to local points 
assignment for projects in the KTRPO for SPOT 3.0.   
 
TCC Subcommittee Recommendations: 
*Please note KTRPO methodology allows for the KTRPO to make changes to the draft 
ranked priority list at the regional and division level where they can delete up to 2 projects 
in each list and replace them with projects from the project list or donate the points to a 
project outside of the KTRPO.  This was considered when forming the recommendations 
below.   
 

A. Drop the division level Granville County project A130314 from the local points 
assignment list and replace with H141323.  TCC subcommittee feels that because 
the H141323 project has a better overall division score, it would be likely to 
compete better for funding than the A130314 project.  Also worth noting that the 
reason the project did not initially make the draft local points assignment list was 
because the methodology didn’t address scoring new projects without crash data.  If 
a parallel route had been considered for crash data, the H141323 project would’ve 
made the draft local points assignment list based on its methodology score.  (May 
also be beneficial to include looking at parallel routes for next version of 
methodology) 
 

B. Recommend taking 20 points from the regional RPO project H090765 in Granville 
County and donating them to the CAMPO Creedmoor project H090902 also in 
Granville County.  The TCC subcommittee is not against giving points outside of the 
RPO region.  Granville County agreed other counties shouldn’t have to give up points 
from projects in their counties that made the draft local points assignment and was 
in favor of taking the points from a Granville County project at the regional level.   

 
C. Bike and Pedestrian Project Update:  Regarding the Warren County bike/pedestrian 

project that was submitted after the draft local points assignment had been 
released, the TCC subcommittee can’t make a recommendation until more 
information is given.  Still waiting to see if it is likely a match could be made for the 
project. 

 
D. TCC subcommittee is in favor of donating the 100 points from Franklin County 

division project H140496 to CAMPO project H090195-C.  While the majority was in 
favor, it is worth noting that Person County was not in favor with the reasoning that 
the point is moot, if the project is not going to be funded. 

 
 


